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2-5 players
Ages 8 to adult
Equipment – 35 large disc cards, 5 sets each of 10 symbol tokens in different colours
Assorted chips with values of 4, 2, and 1 points
Object of the game
To identify the two missing symbols on each circular card.
To Start
Choose one player to be the banker.
Shuffle the 35 large disc cards and place face down. Each player takes a set of 10 tokens of one
colour and places them face up in front of them. Turn over the top card.
The Play
Players study the turned-over card which has 8 symbols showing. When you identify a symbol NOT
on the card, place the appropriate symbol token face-down in front of you. Repeat for the second
missing symbol. (see DIAGRAM)
The first player to identify both missing symbols shouts out „KEETOO“.
Then, using only one hand, the first player must quickly turn over his remaining 8 symbol tokens so
that they are now face down in a separate group.
During this time, the other players may continue to try to find the missing symbols, but once the first
player has finished turning over their remaining tokens, s/he calls „STOP“.
S/he then turns over the two tokens and the other players inspect them…
If correct, the banker gives that player 5-points worth of chips ( 4+1 ).
If one or both are wrong, that player receives zero points.
The other players then turn over their discs. The banker gives a 2-point chip to all players with both
correct or a 1-point chip if only one is correct.
Players retrieve their individual tokens and a new disc card is turned over.
Play continues as above.
To WIN
With 2 players, the first to reach 40 points is the winner.
With 3 players, the first to reach 30 points is the winner.
With 4 players, the first to reach 25 points is the winner.
With 5 players, the first to reach 20 points is the winner.
NOTE: If the large disc cards run out before a player has won, shuffle them, turn them face down,
then turn over the top one and the games proceeds as before.

„Be the first to identify the missing symbols from each card and collect the most points! Shout
„KEETOO“ to keep the other players from having time to figure it out on their own...KEETOO – fast
paced fun for the whole family!“

